
MAXIMIZE YOUR WORKCENTER PRODUCTIVITY

Your work becomes simplified and efficient when items are organized and accessible because 
the right layout facilitates easy movement. Form and function work in harmony and productivity 
increases throughout the day.

These accessories enhance the functionality and value of your workcenter. Whether it’s a discrete 
Sierra Modesty Panel below the surface, a sleek Power/Data Supply on the desktop or functional 
Sierra Casters on the workcenter legs, all are designed with your comfort and productivity in 
mind.

Install in combination with our Sierra Tool Bar or Privacy Panel and tool bar accessories for a 
highly productive workcenter. Make your work environment comfortable, productive and dynamic 
with these functional and attractive workcenter accessories.

The Sierra Modesty Panel 
is available in seven colors 
to complement any decor.

The Above-Desk Power/
Data Supply is ideal for 
24" deep workcenters.
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Accessory Model # Color* Weight

Sierra Modesty Panel features:
 ·Fixed height modesty screen with semi translucent 
fabric offers economical, stylish accent

 ·Modesty screen extends 15" below worksurface and 
covers opening between legs

 ·Refer to fit chart in Pricing and Specification Guide to 
determine sizing, color and actual dimensions

 Proliftix® Modesty Screen features:
 ·Provides 10" H modesty screen & cable management

 ·Fully spans opening between table legs

 ·Available in three lengths to fit all Proliftix workcenters

Power/Data Supply features:
 · In-Desk with one data port & one power outlet that 
opens or closes with a press of the finger

 ·Above-Desk with one data and three power outlets

 ·Consult the Workrite Pricing and Specification Guide for 
voice/data adapters provided, desktop positioning and 
workcenter compatibility

Casters features:
 ·Low profile locking casters, 2" W × 1½" H

 ·Four (4) casters required for 2 leg workcenters, five (5) 
or six (6) casters required for 3 leg workcenters 

Mobile Pedestal features:
 ·Lockable box file cabinet with top drawer at ¾ 
extension, file drawer at full extension

 ·Caster set with two locking & two non-locking casters

 ·213⁄8" H × 15¼" W × 217⁄8" D

Wire Way features:
 ·Provides roomy 1¾" × 1¼" channel under worksurface 
to securely store wires and cables, in variable lengths

TravelRite™ features:
 ·Elevates screen up to 6" for improved head and 
shoulder posture

 ·Adjusting bar changes platform tilt from 10º to 30º for 
neutral positioning of hands and wrists

Center Drawer Solution features:
 · Injected molded with radius front edge and steel ball 
bearing track to guarantee smooth operation

 ·Overall dimensions: 16" D × 21½" W × 2" H

Rite-In-Line™ features:
 ·Supports multiple documents, binders, catalogs and 
manuals

 ·Slotted angle style adjusts from 42º to 82º

 ·53⁄8" height adjustability keeps documents from 
blocking the view of the monitor

FootRester features:
 ·Height and angle adjustable or angle adjustable

 ·Platform measures 23" W × 11" D

Sierra Modesty 
Panel

944-36 - 3

944-42 - 3

944-48 - 4

944-54 - 4

944-60 - 5
* Consult Pricing and 

Specification Guide to 
determine the model # that is 
right for your workcenter

944-66 - 5

944-72 - 7

944-84 - 7

Color Model # Weight
Proliftix 

Modesty 
Screen

Black MESH30 4

MESH42 4

MESH54 4

 

In-Desk
Power/Data

Charcoal 95301-C 4

Silver 95301-S 4

Above-Desk
Power/Data

Silver 95302-S 4
 

Quantity
Casters 4 95234 2

5 95235 2

6 95236 3

Color

SIN #711-3

Mobile 
Pedestal

Black 800B 60

Graphite 800G 60

Silver 800S 60

Length
Wire Way 2' 95222 2

3' 95223 2

4' 95224 3

5' 95225 3

TravelRite™
Portable 

Laptop Station

UB2400-25J 3

Not on GSA 
contract

Center Drawer 
Solution

KD-75 6

Width
Rite-In-Line™ 

Document 
Holder

11" 2550B 6

17" 2560B 8

Adjustment
FootRester Height & Angle 215-WIDE 17

Angle 210-WIDE 10

CPU Holders:
 ·Consult the CPU Holders cut sheet for our full line of 
under-desk CPU Holders

944-60-

The FootRester assures proper 
foot support for a more ideal 
ergonomic position while working.

Modesty Panel provides privacy 
under the worksurface while 
maintaining clean visual lines.

The In-Desk Power/Data 
Supply puts the most popular 
ports right on the desktop.

Products listed on this page are available 
through GSA Contract GS-28F-0030S SIN 
#711-2 (Schedule 71) except where noted 
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